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We investigated the emission properties of collinear double-pulse compared to single-pulse

ultrafast laser induced breakdown spectroscopy. Our results showed that the significant signal

enhancement noticed in the double pulse scheme is strongly correlated to the characteristic

electron-ion relaxation time and hence to the inter-pulse delays. Spectroscopic excitation

temperature analysis showed that the improvement in signal enhancement is caused by the delayed

pulse efficient reheating of the pre-plume. The signal enhancement is also found to be related to the

upper excitation energy of the selected lines, i.e., more enhancement noticed for lines originating

from higher excitation energy levels, indicating reheating is the major mechanism behind the

signal improvement. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4816348]

The recent advancements in fs laser technology stimu-

lated the development of a new field called ultrafast laser-

induced breakdown spectroscopy (ULIBS), or fs LIBS.1–3

Even though the only difference between the conventional ns

laser based LIBS and ULIBS is the difference in laser sys-

tem, the mechanisms leading to energy absorption and subse-

quent target ablation are entirely different for both cases due

to significant higher rate of energy deposition in fs laser abla-

tion (LA). Approximate time scales of ns and fs laser energy

absorption and ablation, along with various processes occur-

ring during and after the laser pulse, are given in detail else-

where.1,4 On the other hand, ionization, sample heating, and

vaporization all occur during the laser pulse in ns LA, fs

laser pulses are sufficiently short that these phenomena do

occur at a later time compared to the excitation pulse dura-

tion. Because of this time difference in the ablation proc-

esses, fs laser excitation results in smaller heat affected zone

(HAZ), more reproducible material ablation, ablation prod-

ucts resembling bulk stoichiometry, and minimal elemental

fractionation and matrix effects.4 In fs LA, the electron

impact ionization and strong electric field ionization (photo-

ionization) are the major processes for free electron genera-

tion, while the Coulomb explosion (gentle ablation) and

thermal vaporization (strong ablation) are the two competing

mechanisms resulting in material removal and ablation.5

Limited HAZ in ULIBS also prevents uncontrollable and

undesirable material modification and removal as seen with

longer pulse laser ablation. In the LIBS point of view, fs LA

also provides lesser continuum, atomic and molecular plume,

higher signal stability, and cleaner ablation in comparison

with ns LA.4,6–9 Moreover, fs laser filamentation can be

implemented for remote LIBS analysis.10

Double-pulse (DP) or pre-pulse technique is commonly

used in ns LIBS for improving the analytical accuracy of the

measurements.11 Double-pulse technique is also routinely

used for increasing conversion efficiency of x-ray12 or EUV

radiation13 in laser-produced plasma sources. Extensive

studies have already been carried out using various ns DP

configurations (collinear, orthogonal, pre-ablation LIBS,

crossed beam) as well as by varying laser parameters; specif-

ically wavelength of irradiation.14 Recent research involving

ns lasers showed that shorter wavelength pre-pulsing fol-

lowed by IR re-heating laser provided the highest signal

enhancements.15 However, the wavelength of excitation is

expected to play a lesser role in ULIBS due to significantly

shorter duration of the pulse compared to electron-to-ion

energy transfer and heat conduction times which are typi-

cally a few ps.6 Recent results employing fs DP-LA showed

very promising results in the fields of LIBS16 and material

modification.17 In this letter, we report that the signal

enhancements in DP ULIBS are highly dependent on the

upper excitation energy levels of the emission lines and is

strongly influenced by electron-ion relaxation time.

The schematic of the experimental scheme used for the

present studies is given in Figure 1. Briefly, a 10 Hz, 800 nm,

100 fs Ti: Sapphire laser (Amplitude Technology) was used

for constructing a Michelson interferometer. A 50:50 beam

splitter was employed for dividing the beam into two. Two

right-angled prisms were used for retro-reflecting the beams

in both arms of the interferometer. Since the fs laser pulses

are inherently broadband, the beam is susceptible to group

velocity dispersion (GVD) when it passes through a medium

like right-angled prism. However, GVD and associated

group delay dispersion (GDD) are important considerations

for pulses with width �50 fs, but less significant for pulses

>100 fs. The right-angled prism used in one of the arms of

the interferometer was positioned on a high precision micro-

meter translator which allowed to introduce an optical delay

up to 50 ps with a precision of �66 fs. Both beams approach

the brass target in air collinearly and focusing was made

using a plano-convex lens with f¼ 10 cm with an approxi-

mate spot radius of 50 lm. The laser fluence used in the

experiment was in the range 2.5–12.7 J/cm2. For the single

pulse experiment, one of the arms is blocked using a laser

beam dump. The plasma emission was collected using an

off-axis parabolic mirror and focused onto a fiber tip. Thea)hari@purdue.edu
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fiber was coupled to a three-grating 0.75 m Andor Shamrock

spectrograph that was equipped with an intensified charged

coupled device (ICCD, Andor iStar) for dispersed light

analysis.

Figure 2 displays the emission spectra from ultrafast sin-

gle pulse (SP) LIBS and DP-LIBS from brass plasma. The

spectra were recorded with a gate width of 1 ls with a delay

of 0 ps for both SP and DP measurements while a 20 ps inter-

pulse delay was used for DP measurements. The prominent

lines seen in the spectra include 465.11, 510.55, 515.32,

521.82 nm Cu I and 468.01, 472.21, 481.05 nm Zn I transi-

tions. Compared to ns plasma, the fs plasma emission spectra

are less influenced by ambient environment indicated by

reduced broadening of lines and reduced continuum emis-

sion.18 Reduced continuum emission shows a good promise

for improving the limit of detection for major and trace

elements in the sample as well as the use of non-gated detec-

tors for analysis. Interestingly, fs plasma is devoid of any

ionic species emission and is dominated by atomic emission.

The difference in spectral features can again be attributed to

laser ablation mechanisms in fs LA, which produces a plume

dominated by mostly neutral species resulting from thermal

vaporization. Thermal vaporization produces mostly atomic

plume, as temperatures of the emitted species are near the

vaporization point of the bulk and such species were far

enough below the surface that ionization by the laser pulse is

minimized.5

The signal enhancements in DP-LIBS scheme are

depended strongly on inter-pulse delay (sdelay). Previous

studies showed that a typical inter-pulse delay of �1 ls

was appropriate for ns DP-LIBS.14,18 The estimated signal

enhancements for Zn I at 481.05 nm and Cu I at 510.55 nm

are given in Figure 3 for sdelay up to 50 ps. The signal

enhancements given in the plot correspond to normalized DP

signal intensity with respect to signal intensity obtained from

SP experiments (IDP/ISP). For direct comparison, single pulse

energy of 1 mJ was used which was equivalent to sum of the

energy for pre- and delayed pulses. Signal enhancement

curve for both Cu I and Zn I emission lines approximately

followed similar trajectory with respect to sdelay, though with

differences in absolute enhancement. The signal enhance-

ment plot given in Figure 3 shows an optimum inter-pulse

delay �20 ps. At Dt¼ 0, the expected value of IDP/ISP � 1

considering the laser energy used for single and dual pulse

experiments are similar.

According to Figure 3, the signal enhancement for DP

scheme is significant and reaches maximum when the sdelay

�20 ps. The signal enhancement curve showed a slight

reduction when sdelay is increased beyond �20 ps. Even

though DP LIBS experiments always provided higher sensi-

tivity, there exists some controversy in explaining the exact

mechanisms causing the improved sensitivity which include

higher mass ablation, larger plasma volume, reheating of the

plume, lowering of laser shielding effect, heating of the tar-

get by the first pulse and the reduction in ambient density,

FIG. 1. Schematic of ULIBS using fs laser beams. A 10 Hz, 100 fs laser

beam was split using a 50/50 beam splitter (BS) for constructing a

Michelson’s interferometer. Right-angle prisms (RAP) were used for retro-

reflecting the beams. The right-angle prism in one of the arms of interferom-

eter was positioned in a high-precision translator for varying the delays

between two pulses reaching the target (M, mirror; and L, lens).

FIG. 2. Typical spectra from fs single plasma and double plasma. The laser

fluence used for the single pulse was 12.72 J/cm2 (laser energy �1 mJ)

which was equivalent to the sum of the pre-pulse and the delayed pulse

energy fluences in DP experiments. An inter-pulse delay of 20 ps was used

for recording DP LIBS spectrum.

FIG. 3. The signal enhancement recorded for Zn I 481.05 nm and Cu I

510.55 nm lines for DP fs LIBS with respect to single pulse LIBS. For direct

comparison a single pulse energy of 1 mJ was used which was equivalent to

the sum of the energy for pre and delayed pulses in DP scheme.
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rekindling of the plume, or combination of some of the

above mechanisms.14 However, the mechanisms leading to

signal enhancement may be different for various experimen-

tal configurations as well as laser parameters. For ns LIBS,

the critical density nc plays an important role in governing

laser-target and laser plasma coupling which is strongly de-

pendent on excitation laser wavelength k (nc¼ 1021/k2). For

example, the reheating mechanism is prevalent for DP

scheme employing a combination of NIR-IR laser (e.g.,

1.06 lm-10.6 lm).15 Since the typical optimal sdelay observed

for ns DP LIBS experiments (�0.5 ls – 2 ls) significantly

higher compared to DP-LIBS employing fs lasers, which is

�20 ps, some of these processes can easily be ruled out in

the present experiments. In ns LIBS, plasma heating is pre-

dominant even with single pulse experiments because of

long duration of the laser pulse compared to plasma forma-

tion time. In ULIBS, plasma formation happens at latter

times (� a few ps) compared to excitation laser pulse dura-

tion. The signal enhancements noticed in the experiment are

in the range 3-4�. Pinon et al.19 reported significantly higher

(5–9�) signal enhancement during their DP experiments

using similar experimental scheme compared to the present

work using 248 nm, 450 fs laser excitation. The higher signal

enhancement factor observed could be due to differences in

experimental conditions (laser fluence, wavelength, pulse

width, and spot size) compared to the present work. They

also noticed sudden signal enhancement in the early times

(<20 ps) followed by a plateau region.19

The excitation temperature (Texc) of the plume are esti-

mated using Boltzmann plot method employing Cu I lines6

and the results are shown in Figure 4 for various sdelay. The

intensity of Cu I lines at 427.51, 465.11, 510.55, 515.32, and

521.82 nm were used for generating Boltzmann plot. The

temperature plot showed approximately stagnant temperature

values until �5 ps and a gradual increase in excitation tem-

perature at later times. The estimated temperature for single

pulse plasma is �9800 6 300 K which is approximately sim-

ilar to a DP scenario at short inter-pulse delays (sdelay

<5 ps). A comparison between signal enhancement as well

as excitation temperature curves with respect to the inter-

pulse delays indicate that reheating of the pre-formed plume

may play an important role in the DP-ULIBS scheme.

The signal enhancement with respect to inter-pulse

delay showed differences in maximum enhancement for

selected Cu and Zn lines (Figure 3). Though both lines

showed maximum enhancement �20 ps, the respective sig-

nal enhancements were �3 and �4 for Cu I and Zn I lines,

respectively. This implies that the sensitivity in DP-ULIBS

could be related to the upper excitation level of the transi-

tions of atomic lines (Cu I 30 783.68 cm�1 and Zn I

53 672.28 cm�1). We examined the signal enhancement fac-

tor for various Cu and Zn emission transitions with differing

upper energy levels and the results are shown in Figure 5 for

different inter-pulse delays. This figure clearly shows that

the signal enhancement factor is strongly dependent on the

upper energy levels of emitting lines and enhancement is

found to be higher for lines originating from higher energy

levels. This clearly highlights that the reheating mechanism

is responsible for signal enhancement in DP-ULIBS, which

is consistent with the excitation temperature estimate.

We also evaluated the dependence of laser energy on

single and dual pulse integrated signal intensity and results

are given in Figure 6 for Cu I transition at 510.55 nm. The

DP measurements were performed at an inter-pulse delay of

20 ps. The signal intensity in both SP and DP cases increased

steeply with respect to laser energy and it is very clear from

the figure that the signal enhancement in the DP is signifi-

cantly higher compared to single pulse under similar laser

fluence conditions. It also shows the enhancement factor is

increased for higher energies, which implies that more

reheating by the delayed pulse of the ablation plume materi-

als generated by the first pulse. Similar intensity tendency

with laser fluence is also reported in Ref. 16 and explained

due to hotter and longer-lived plasma for the signal enhance-

ment of DP LIBS in comparison with single pulse

configuration.

The signal enhancement factors as well as excitation

temperature curves showed a rapid increase when the sdelay

>5 ps. When the sdelay <5 ps, the enhancement factor is

FIG. 4. The excitation temperature of the fs DP plasma plume estimated

using the Boltzmann method for various inter-pulse delay. The estimated ex-

citation temperature for single fs pulse LIBS (or ULIBS) was 9800 6 300 K.

FIG. 5. Signal enhancement for various emission lines in the DP plasma

with respect to their upper excitation energy levels for three inter-pulse

delays. A 0.5 mJ laser energy was used for both beams.
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negligible with the excitation temperature was similar to sin-

gle pulse LIBS. Recent experiments20 and simulations21 of

DP fs LA using metal targets showed monotonic decrease in

ablation crater depth as well as reduction in nanoparticle

generation17,20 when sdelay is greater than the electron-ion

relaxation times sei. This effect was noticed both in air22 as

well as in vacuum20 and explained as the suppression of the

rarefaction wave caused by heating of the first layer of the

ablated material located in front of the target rather than cou-

pling of the second pulse with the target material leading to

reduction in ablation efficiency.21 Since the laser pulse dura-

tion used in the present experiment (tP �100 fs) is signifi-

cantly shorter than the characteristic relaxation times (sei),

electron heat conduction time (theat), and thus also shorter

than the plasma generation and hydrodynamics expansion

time; (sei � theat � tp) all of which typically occur on the

order of several picoseconds after laser absorption. Since sei

scales with atomic mass number of the ion23 and considering

sei �7 ps for Cu,24 the material ablation in the DP case will

be similar to the SP until sdelay � sei. The estimated excita-

tion temperature is also agreeing well with this argument

where the temperature is found to be approximately constant

until the sdelay reaches �sei and increases when sdelay >5 ps

which corresponds to characteristic electron-ion relaxation

time of Cu.

In conclusion, we investigated the fs- DP-LIBS and

noticed significant signal enhancement with respect to single

pulse LIBS. The signal enhancement greatly depended on

inter-pulse delay and maximum enhancement was observed

�20 ps for the system studied. The signal enhancement is

found to be greater for lines having higher excitation energy.

The excitation temperature analysis showed steeper tempera-

ture increase when the inter-pulse delay is greater than that

of electron-ion relaxation time. Based on excitation tempera-

ture curve as well as the enhancement factor with respect to

laser energy, we concluded that the reheating by the delayed

pulse of the ablation plume generated by the first pulse is the

main mechanism for improved signal intensity in DP

ULIBS. This is also supported by the fact that higher signal

enhancement observed for the lines originating from higher

excitation energy. Compared to ns-DP-LIBS, where typically

two lasers are used for DP geometry, the collinear fs-DP-

LIBS arrangement employing a Michelson interferometer is

simpler and easy to adapt.
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